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ABSTRACT
The article introduces an approach combining diffusion approximation and simulation
thermore, it describes how it can be used to evaluate active queue management (AQM) m
Based on the obtained queue distributions, the simulation part of the model decides on pac
and modifies the flow intensity sent by the transmitter. The diffusion is used to estimate q
butions and the goal of the simulation part of the model is to represent the AQM mechan
one hand, the use of the diffusion part considerably accelerates the performance of the w
On the other hand, the simulation increases the accuracy of the diffusion part. We appl
to compare the performance of fractional order PI� controller used in AQM with the per
RED, a well known active queue management mechanism.

duction
ciency of the TCP protocol depends mainly on

management algorithm used in a router. There are
ed two fundamental principles of network packet
nt. In passive queue management, packets com-
uffer are rejected only if the buffer is fully occu-
active mechanisms are based on the preventive
ppingwhen there is still a place to store them in the
e packets are dropped randomly following the as-
bability loss function. This approach enhances the
t and fairness of the link-sharing and eliminates
chronization. The primary active queue manage-
rithm (AQM) is Random Early Detection (RED),
proposed in 1993 by Sally Floyd and Van Jacob-
everal works studied the impact of various param-
e RED performance [2, 3], and many variations
echanism were developed to improve its perfor-
. [4, 5]. In order to evaluate the AQMs’ perfor-
perly, it is necessary one create realistic models of

contribution
mof this article is to create amodel combining dif-
roximation and simulation. Such a model enables
advantages of both approaches. Diffusion approx-
suitable to analyze transient states and therefore
search was financed by the National Science Center project no.
T6/00145.
ponding author. E-mail addresses: jakub.szygula@polsl.pl
s):
002-4074-8502
002-9452-8361
002-1935-8358
001-7158-0258
003-1574-9826

accelerates the performance of the whole model.
the simulation in the model will increase the accur
diffusion part. The proposed model of a TCP co
having a bottleneck router with AQM policy is a
tion of diffusion and simulation model. We use diff
proximation to estimate the distribution of the queu
Based on the distribution, the average queue length
lated.

Depending on the computed average queue le
simulation part of the model decides the packet rej
the case of active queue management, the decision
ping packets is random and depends on queue occup
dropping packet probability function. The decision
rejection reduces by half the intensity � of the traffi
In the absence of a loss, the intensity of the source
linearly. This mechanismmay be seen as a part of th
loop control of TCP/IP traffic intensity. The evolut
source intensity can be illustrated as follows:

� =
{

� + � if AQM decides no l
�
2 if AQM decides a lo

where � is assumed a constant increase in the intens
source. Such source behaviour is a simplified mo
TCP NewReno algorithm [6].

Using our combinedmodel, we investigate the b
of fractional order controller PI� applied to contro
traffic supervised by TCP transport protocol. W
vestigate the influence of parameters of the control
queue length and evolution of the TCP congestion
The performance of fractional order PI� controlle
pared to the performance of RED.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follo
tion 2 reminds works related to this article. Sectio
marizes the basics of the diffusion approximation
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ents theoretical bases forPI� controller, next used
d combined diffusion approximation-simulation
ction 5 discusses the obtained results. Concluding
re presented in section 6.

ed works
ffusion approximation has many practical applica-
ding the modeling of financial market [7]. It has
lar as a tool for road congestion analysis [8]. It is
example, in risk assessments of sea turtle popu-
. This method has been used in the evaluation of
systems and networks for many years, see, e.g., the
hy in [10], a more recent discussion of the errors
by the method in case ofG∕G∕1 queue applied to
rver performance is presented in [11]. It may also
r other than FIFO queueing disciplines, e.g., prior-
]. The alternative approach of transient analysis,
y be applied in traffic control models [14, 15] is
approximation [16], simpler and concerning only
es of queues.
lution proposed in this paper is also based on dif-
roximation and G∕G∕1∕N queuing model like in
increase in the number of users with permanent
he Internet has created renewed interest in the re-
multi-server queuing models. In the article [18]
of the GI∕M∕n∕∞ were studied.
itial AQM mechanism RED (Random Early De-
as proposed by IETF and was primarily described
loyd and Van Jacobson in [1]. It is based on a
ion giving the probability that a packet is rejected.
ent of this function is a weighted moving aver-
length, acting as a low-pass filter. This average
n actual queue occupancy and a previously cal-
lue of the weighted moving average. The packet
robability is based on a linear function.
troduction of AQM mechanisms has significantly
the quality of network transmission. However, RED
rawbacks as low throughput, unfair bandwidth shar-
troduction of variable latency, deterioration of net-
ility [19]. For these reasons, numerous proposi-
provements appeared. One of these modifications
(double-slope RED) introduced and developed in
This solution resolves the linear packet dropping
y the drop function composed of two lines with
lopes. The paper [22] proposes the NLRED algo-
a quadratic dropping function. In the paper [23],
nsidered the polynomial function.
ticle [24] describes a Proportional-Integral con-
the low-frequency dynamics. The paper [25] de-
obust controller, based on a known technique for
ol of systems with time delays. The PI AQM con-
posed in [24] was designed following the small-
em. Easy implementation of PI AQM controllers
tworks resulted in a number of propositions [26,

connection was presented in [30].
Article [31] introduces a simple diffusionmode

control mechanism working in an open-loop scen
paper [32] describes diffusion models of a RED a
tional order PI� controller working under TCP N
control. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
scribing a combination of diffusion-simulation app

3. Diffusion approximation
Themain principle of the diffusion approximati

[33, 34, 35, 36], is replacing the discrete processN(
number of customers in the queue, by a continuous
processX(t). Similarly as in the case ofN(t), the c
dX(t) = X(t + dt) −X(t) are normally distributed
mean �dt and variance �dt determined by the para
� of the diffusion equation [37, 38]:

)f (x, t; x0)
)t

= �
2
)2f (x, t; x0)

)x2
− �

)f (x, t;
)x

where f (x, t ∶ x0) is the probability density func
of the diffusion process [38]:

f (x, t; x0) dx = P [x ≤ X(t) < x+dx|X(0) =
The solution of Eq. (2) is used for the eval

the queue distribution in the investigated. It may b
in case when the interarrival and service times fo
eral distributions A(x), B(x), i.e. in modelling G
G/G/1/N service systems. Two first moments of th
butions are considered: E[A] = 1∕�, E[B] = 1∕�,
�2A , V ar[B] = �2B .Denote also the squared coefficients of variation: C
C2B = �

2
B�

2. The choice of diffusion parameters:
� = � − �, � = �2A�

3 + �2B�
3 = C2A� + C

3.1. Unlimited queue: G∕G∕1 station
More formal justification of diffusion approxi

in limit theorems for G∕G∕1 system given by Igl
Whitte [39, 40, 41, 42]: If N̂n is a series of randomderived fromN(t) [10]:

N̂n =
N(nt) − (� − �)nt
(�2A�3 + �

2
B�

3)
√
n

then the series is weakly convergent (in the sense
bution) to � where �(t) is a standardWiener process
fusion process with � = 0 i � = 1) provided that %
means if the system is overloaded and has no eq
state. In the case of % = 1 the series N̂n is convergThe �R(t) process is �(t) process limited to half-ax
[42]:

�R(t) = �(t) − inf [�(u), 0 ≤ u ≤ t] .
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]. The first application of the fractional order PI� The process N(t) is never negative, therefore X(t) should
also be limited to values x ≥ 0. It is done by placing at
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ive part of x axis.
oice is to place at x = 0 a reflecting barrier [43]
the process to a positive x-axis and is equivalent
dition:

∫
∞

0
f (x, t; x0)dx = 1

∞

0
f (x, t; x0)dx = ∫

∞

0

)f (x, t; x0)
)t

dx = 0. (7)

ing the integrated function with the right side of
on equation, we get the boundary condition corre-
to the reflecting barrier at zero [10]:

lim
x→0

[�
2
)f (x, t; x0)

)x
− �f (x, t; x0)] = 0. (8)

lution of Eq. (3) with boundary conditions defined
gives us: [43]

0) =
)
)x
[Φ(

x − x0 − �t
�t

) −e
2�x
� Φ(

x + x0 + �t
�t

)],

(9)

: Φ(x) = ∫
x

−∞

1√
2�
e−t

2∕2dt is the PDF of stan-
al distribution.
< 0) the system converges to a steady-state:

x, t; x0) = f (x) and partial differential equation
es an ordinary one [10]:

0 = �
2
d2f (x)
dx2

− � d f (x)
dx

solution:
f (x) = −2�

�
e 2�x� .

(10)

la approximates the queue atG∕G∕1 system [10]:

p(n, t; n0) ≈ f (n, t; n0), (11)
ady-state p(n) ≈ f (n); one can also choose e.g.

∫
0.5

0
f (x)dx, p(n) ≈ ∫

n+0.5

n−0.5
f (x), n = 1, 2,… ,

(12)
flecting barrier in point x = 0 causes the immedi-
ng of the process, that means f (0, t; x0) = 0. Thisthe diffusion process is a heavy-load approxima-
ives good results in case of a system with utiliza-

dition at x = 0: a barrier with instantaneous el
returns (sometimes called jumps) [38]. When the
process reaches x = 0, it remains there for a ran
corresponding to the idle period with no custom
queue and the returns to x = 1 (it corresponds to t
of one packet to the system).
The time when the process is at x = 0means that th
is in the idle state. The diffusion equation become

)f (x, t; x0)
)t

= �
2
)2f (x, t; x0)

)x2

−�
)f (x, t; x0)

)x
+ �p0(t)�(x − 1) ,

dp0(t)
dt

= lim
x→0

[�
2
)f (x, t; x0)

)x
−�f (x, t; x0)]−�p0

where: p0(t) = P [X(t) = 0].
The term �p0(t)�(x−1) gives the probability dethe process is started at point x = 1 at the moment t

of the jump from the barrier. The second equation
p0(t): the term lim

x→0
[�
2
)f (x, t, x0)

)x
− �f (x, t; x0)]

probability flow into the barrier, while �p0(t) repreprobability flow out of the barrier [10].
The approach to obtain the function f (x, t; x

process with jumps from the barrier is to express i
use of another pdf �(x, t; x0) for the diffusion pro
the absorbing barrier at x = 0 [17]. This proces
t = 0 from x = x0 and ends when it reaches the barrprobability density function is easier to determine

�(x, t; x0) =
e
�
� (x−x0)−

�2
2� t√

2��t
[e−

(x−x0)
2

2�t − e−
(x+
2

The density function of the first passage time
x0 to x = 0 is [17]:

x0,0(t) = limx→0[
�
2
)
)x
�(x, t; x0) − ��(x, t; x0

=
x0√
2��t3

e−
(�t+x0)

2

2�t

Assume that process with the barrier with jum
at t = 0 at a point x > 0 with density  (x) and
reaches the barrier, it stays there for a time defined
sity function l0(x), then jumps to the point x = 1 a
after certain time, returns to x = 0, stays there,
x = 1, etc. The total stream 0(t) of probabilityenters the barrier is [17]:

0(t) = p0(0)�(t)+[1−p0(0)] ,0(t)+∫
t
g1(�)1,0
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� close to 1, i.e. probability of the empty system
o 0.

0
(16)
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where:

The densi
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f (x, t;

Denote by
For the Eq
forms [17

0(

where:

and then:

g1(s) =

Equation
[17]:

f

where:

�(

The invers
numerical
used.

The p
model par
ters, we s
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the results
the initial

3.2. Limited queue: G∕G∕1∕N station
f packets
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imited by
, and the
e process
bsection.
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and then
h process
h infinite
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x = x0

′
n − �t)

2
]

(24)

ion  (x),
df of the

(25)

cess with
d of func-
itial con-
'(x, t −
e � < t,

g1(�) and

�; 1)d�

(26)

s of prob-
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 ,0(t) = ∫
∞

0
�,0(t) (�)d�,

g1(�) = ∫
�

0
0(t)l0(� − t)dt. (17)

ty function of the diffusion process with instanta-
rns is [17]:

x0) = �(x, t; )+∫
t

0
g1(�)�(x, t−�; 1)d�. (18)

f (s) the Laplace transform of a function f (x).
s. (16) and (17) there are following Laplace trans-
]:
s) = p0(0) + [1 − p0(0)] ,0(s) + g1(s)1,0(s) ,

g1(s) = 0(s)l0(s), (19)

x0,0(s) = e
−x0

�+A(s)
� , A(s) =

√
�2 + 2�s,

 ,0(s) = ∫
∞

0
�,0(s) (�)d�, (20)

[p0(0)+[1−p0(0)] ,0(s)]
l0(s)

1 − l0(s)1,0(s)
. (21)

(18) in terms of the Laplace transform becomes

(x, s; x0) = �(x, s; ) + g1(s)�(x, s; 1), (22)

x, s; x0) =
e�(xCx0)
A(s)

[e−|x−x0|
A(s)
� − e−|x+x0|

A(s)
� ],

�(x, s; ) = ∫
∞

0
�(x, s; �) (�)d�. (23)

e transforms of these functions can be obtained
ly. For this purpose, Stehfest’s algorithm [45] is
resented above G∕G∕1 model assumes constant
ameters. In the case of variable model parame-
hould divide the model time into periods, where
eters of the model are constant. In this approach

In the case of G∕G∕1∕N station, the number o
in the node is limited toN . That means that we ne
model the second barrier placed at x = N .
So in G∕G∕1∕N model, the diffusion process is l
two barriers. The first barrier is placed in x = 0
second is placed at x = N . The behaviour of th
in the first barrier we described in the previous su
In the second barrier, when the process reaches x
waits there for a time corresponding to the period
queue is full and incoming packets are being lost
jumps to x = N − 1. The density function of suc
f (x, t; x0) is obtained similarly to the model wit
queue described before.

In the first step, the method determines the den
�(x, t; x0) of the diffusion process with two absor
riers at x = 0 and x = N , started at t = 0 from
[44]:

�(x, t; x0) =
1√
2��t

∞∑
n=−∞

(exp[
�x′n
�
−
(x − x0 − x

2�t

−exp[
�x′′n
�

−
(x − x0 − x′′n − �t)

2

2�t
]),

where: x′n = 2nN, x′′n = −2x0 − x′n.
For the initial condition is defined by a funct

x ∈ (0, N), lim
x→0

 (x) = lim
x→N

 (x) = 0, then the p
process has the form:

�(x, t; ) = ∫
N

0
�(x, t; �) (�)d�.

The density function f (x, t; ) of diffusion pro
instantaneous returns from both barriers is compose
tion '(x, t; )1 representing the influence of the indition  and the set of functions '(x, t − �; 1),
�;N − 1) started after the jump from barrier at tim
at points x = 1 and x = N − 1 with intensities
gN−1(�) [17]:

f (x, t; ) = '(x, t; ) + ∫
t

0
g1(�)'(x, t −

+∫
t

0
gN−1(�)'(x, t − �;N − 1)d�.

Functions g1(t), gN (t) can be expressed bymean
ability densities 0(t) and N (t) [31]:

g1(�) = ∫
�

0
0(t)l0(� − t)dt,

�
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obtained at the end of one time period serve as
condition for the next period. gN−1(�) = ∫0 N (t)lN (� − t)dt, (27)
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where: l0(x) , l (x) are density functions of the distribution
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0
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where
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order
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Nhich the process stays at x = 0 and x = N. Not
distributions may be general and not restricted to
al ones.
ility densities 0(t), N (t) that process enters the
x = 0, or x = N at time t are [17]:
0(t) = p0(0)�(t) + [1 − p0(0) − pN (0)] ,0(t)

g1(�)1,0(t − �)d� + ∫
t

0
gN−1(�)N−1,0(t − �)d�,

N (t) = pN (0)�(t) + [1 − p0(0) − pN (0)] ,N (t)

(�)1,N (t − �)d� + ∫
t

0
gN−1(�)N−1,N (t − �)d�,

(28)
: 1,0(t), 1,N (t), N−1,0(t), N−1,N (t) are the den-st passage times of diffusion process between cor-
g points indicated in the lower index, [17]:

1,0(t) = limx→0[
�
2
)�(x, t; 1)

)x
− ��(x, t; 1)]. (29)

ons  ,0(t) ,  ,N (t) define probability densities,
itial process, started on t = 0, at the point x = �
ty  (�), will end at time t by entering the barrier
ly at x = 0 or x = N.
, probabilities that at time t the process has value
= N are:

p0(t) = ∫
t

0
[0(�) − g1(�)]d�,

pN (t) = ∫
t

0
[N (�) − gN−1(�)]d�. (30)

to the previous model of the Subsect. 3.1, the pre-
ations are transformed using Laplace transform
ine the transformed function f (x, s; ), and it is
obtained numerically. As previously, to vary with
iffusion coefficients, we divide the time axis into
ls with specific constant parameters, and the solu-
end of an interval gives initial conditions for the
The presented transient solution tends for t → ∞,
wn steady-state solutions; therefore, models based
n approximation can also refer to the steady-state.
ach was used in several models, e.g. in REDmod-
, and its correctness was verified with simulations,

mechanism based on non-integer
PI� controller

t scientific and engineering studies have shown that
ics of many systems can be described more pre-
g non-integer differential equations [47]. Frac-

precise control of dynamical processes allowing t
memory in a process. There are several definition
to FOD/FOI. The most popular continuous defin
clude: Riemann-Liouville [48], Atangana-Baleanu
puto–Fabrizio [50] and Liouville-Caputo [47]. T
also discrete solutions of Caputo definition [51] and
Liouville definitions [51, 52]. Our model takes int
discretemoments of packet arrivals sowe decide to
wald-Letnikov discrete fractional operator [53, 54]

A proportional-integral controller (PI controlle
ditional mechanism used in feedback control syste
lier works [55, 56] indicates that the non-integer o
trollers have better behaviour than classic ones. A
[57] confirm that fractional order controllers ach
ter results than the best integer order controllers.
many studies confirming the advantage of FOD ov
cal derivatives. The article [58] describes the us
tional order PID controller to control the tempera
isothermal room used in a pharmaceutical factory.
ulation results indicate that the proposed controller
better quality of control than a classical PID contr
autotuning. The authors of the [59] also confirm
non-integer PID controller provides better and mo
system operation than the traditional one.

The articles [60, 61, 62, 63], describe how to u
sponse of the PI�(non-integer integral order) to
the response of the AQM mechanism. The prob
packet loss is given by the formula:

pi = max{0,−(KP ek +KIΔ�ek)}

where KP , KI are tuning parameters, ek is the errrent slot ek = Qk − Q, i.e. the difference betwee
queue Qk and desired queue Q.

Thus, the dropping probability depends on thre
eters: the coefficients for the proportional and integ
Kp, Ki and integral order �.

In the active queue management, packet drop
ities are determined at discrete moments of packe
hence the queue model should be considered as a ca
crete systems. We use Grunwald-Letnikov (GrLE
tion of the discrete differ-integrals of non-integer or
definition is a generalization of the traditional defi
the difference of integer order to the non-integer o
it is analogous to a generalization used in GrLET f

For a given sequence f0, f1, ..., fj , ..., fk [64, 6

△� fk =
k∑
j=0
(−1)j

(
�
j

)
fk−j

where � ∈ R is generally a non-integer fractional
is a differentiated discrete function, and (�

j

) is ge
Newton symbol defined as follows:
(
�
)
=
⎧
⎪ 1 for j =
�(� − 1)(� − 2)..(� − j + 1)
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er Derivatives and Integrals (FOD/FOI) are a nat-
sion of the well-known integrals and derivatives. j ⎨⎪⎩ j!

for j = 1, 2,…
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(33)
For � = 1
order (onl

△
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we get the formula for the difference of the first
y two coefficients are non-zero).
1 xk = 1xk − 1xk−1 + 0xk−2 + 0xk−3… (34)
1 we get the sum of all samples (the discrete inte-
t order equivalent).
−1 xk = 1xk + 1xk−1 + 1xk−2 + 1xk−3… (35)
teger derivative and integral order we get the
um of all samples, e.g.:
.2 xk = 1xk +1.2xk−1 +1.32xk−2 +1.408xk−3…

k = 1xk+0.8xk−1+0.72xk−2+0.672xk−3… (36)

sion approximation analysis of AQM
rmance
esentedmixed diffusion-simulationmodel uses the
eue, i.e. G∕G∕1∕N station to obtain the time-
average queue length. Based on it, the simulation
model decides on dropping packets.
ations for both models (the mixed diffusion - sim-
d simple simulation) were performed in Python
e simulations were done using the SimPy Python
packet. SimPy is released under the MIT License
are license originating at the Massachusetts Insti-
hnology). During the tests, we analyzed such pa-
f the transmission with AQM as the length of the
changes of the source intensity �.
iffusion calculations were carried with Δt = 1

�result, we obtain a queue distribution and then its
. On this basis, the simulation part of the model
the packet is rejected. The simulator of the AQM
draws the value given by a uniform generator of

<0;1>, compares it with the value of the packet
unction (which is a function of the queue length)
s if the packet is accepted or deleted. This deci-
nces the new value of �; the change is made after
hich represents the time after which the loss in-
is received by the TCP transmitter, and the traffic
intensity reaches the router. The service time rep-
e time of a packet treatment and dispatching we
is exponentially distributed with constant param-
1. The results of the mixed diffusion-simulation
compared with pure simulation ones.
nsidered two types of AQM algorithms: standard
algorithm based on the answer of PI� controller.
eue parameters were as follows: maximal queue
30, RED parametersMintℎ = 10, Maxtℎ = 20,
e queue length = 10.
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Figure 1: The router mean queue length and source
di�usion approximation (upper), simulation (bottom
gorithm.

Kp Ki � setpoint

1 0.0001 0.0004 -1.2 10

2 0.0001 0.0004 -1.0 10

3 0.0001 0.0014 -0.8 10

4 0.0001 0.0040 -0.4 10

Table 1

PI� controllers coe�cients.

single experiment is shown in figure 1. The calcula
for a single simulation experiment does not exceed
ond. In the case of diffusion calculations it takes a
utes. Each figure presents two plots: mean queue le
y axis on the left and source intensity with y axis on
The queue occupancy varies according to the chan
intensity of the source (related to the TCP mechan

On the first stage of the experiment, we consi
RED algorithm as AQM. Sample results of chang
traffic intensity and queue occupancy are present
ure 2. Table 2 presents the detailed results for all p
experiments.
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ain reliable transient state results, we repeated the
ts 10,000 times. An example of the results of a Figure 2 shows that the mean queue length reaches the
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The router mean queue length and source intensity,
pproximation (upper), simulation (bottom), RED al-

7 packets. This is in line with the results presented
ou can see in the same figure that congestion win-
ol mechanism sets the source intensity at around
next phase of the experiments, we evaluate the
hanism with packet dropping probability function
I� . We consider four different controllers. The

oller with parameter � = −1 denotes the classic
ller. The table 1 presents their parameters. The
f the parameters on the efficiency of AQM queue
sed in [62, 66, 67]. The proposed controllers dif-
ffectiveness of maintaining the desired queue size.
s 3, 4, 5, 6 present how the intensity of the source
over the time and how it affects the queue occu-
rst controller (2nd row in the tab. 1) is the most
we call it the most powerful) but, it rejects a large
packets. In the case of this controller the mean

gth reaches the value of 5 packets (Fig. 3). The
e of controller (5th row in the tab. 1) has inverse
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Figure 3: The router mean queue length and source
di�usion approximation (upper), simulation (bottom
of PI� parameters.

AQM Di�usion Simulation

RED 18.067 17.106

PI� 1 5.100 5.251

PI� 2 6.122 6.302

PI� 3 7.780 7.123

PI� 4 10.431 10.075

Table 2

PI� obtained average queue lengths.

mean queue length reaches a bit higher value, abou
ets. The characteristics of the second and third
(3rd and 4th rows in the tab. 1) are in-between th
ties of the first and the fourth one. The mean queu
for these controllers reach accordingly the values o
packets.

The detailed results confirm the outcomes pre
figures. The average queue lengths in steady-state
4, 5, 6.) are identical to those presented in the tabl

Additionally, for all AQM mechanisms (inclu
RED algorithm) differences in results obtained by
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. It rejects a smaller number of packets but its approximation and simulations are negligible.
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The router mean queue length and source intensity,
pproximation (upper), simulation (bottom), 2nd set
ameters.

fluence of controller parameters on the behaviour
M queue is visible. The average queue length de-
b. 2) with increasing controller fractional order
vantage of diffusion approximation is the ability
r two first moments of traffic (intensity and vari-
tead of only one in case of more foreign full used
approximation. Figure 7 presents the influence of
source variation on queue behaviour. The impact
ly low. We think that it is due to the performance
tocol and its mechanism of adapting the transmis-
to the network capabilities.
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Figure 5: The router mean queue length and source
di�usion approximation (upper), simulation (bottom
of PI� parameters.
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The router mean queue length and source intensity,
pproximation (upper), simulation (bottom), 4th set
ameters.

lusions
rticle proposes a model combining the diffusion
tion with discrete event simulation. The approx-
used to calculate the size of the queue. The ad-
this approach is a natural description of transient
ny interarrival and service time distributions. The
part decides packet rejection following the AQM
s decision affects the source intensity of � in the
odel. We consider the RED, PI and PI� algo-

mpare the results obtained from the proposedmixed
imulationmethodwith the results obtained by sim-
both cases, the results are consistent. In the case

� controller, the obtained average queue sizes are
ct and dependent on the controller’s power. An
controller power reduces the average queue size.

udy shows the advantages of using the PI� con-
an AQM mechanism. The use of the Fractional
n the proposed mechanism allows for more precise
of the queue length in the communication node.

gorithm. However, the computational cost of the
mechanism becomes less important with increasin
computing power.

The results presented here also confirm the co
of themodel introduced in our previous article [32]
diffusion experiment takes several minutes. This i
vantage compared to other methods (e.g. fluid-flo
mation [68]). But unlike this method, diffusion ap
tion offers more accurate results.

In our future work, we will focus on the diffusio
reflecting real Internet traffic (increased number of
ters and the presence of both TCP and UDP stream
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